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                            Where you & the flow reign

                            Others just build bike parks but we build the ultimate BIKE REPUBLIC SÖLDEN. Founded in 2015, we started one of the most ambitious and individual mountain bike projects in the Alpine Region - in terms of variety, welcome culture and environmental sustainability. An entire Nation for bikers - but why? We not only wanted to create a sensational biking area but also a comprehensive biking culture from the valley floor up to the mountains, where everyone feels at home. It doesn't matter where you come from, how you look like or how you sit on your bike. The BIKE REPUBLIC is reigned by fairness, master flow - and the citizens. Here you get a passport and you also have a say. Riders rule!
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                What exactly is waiting for you in your new home?
            

            
                    A huge network of natural trails and ecologically built lines in various degrees of difficulty plus dozens of tours, enduro routes and two pump tracks on the valley floor - embedded in the stunning scenery of the Ötztal Alps.
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                Your Republic. Your Rules.
                Become a BIKE REPUBLIC Citizen
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                BIKE REPUBLIC SÖLDEN RALLYE
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                Biking for kids & parents

                


Nothing is better than a family vacation where everyone is happy and wants the same thing: mountain biking and cycling! Right from start the BIKE REPUBLIC's vision was that everyone should really feel at home.
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                Girls ride together

                


We certainly don't want a bike park for women only. But heaps of flow. We want smooth lines for surfing on which we can improve trail riding skills. And above all, we want variety and challenges when we already feel "comfortable" on the bike.
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                Best bike buddies

                


Hello, bike buddies! For all the new citizens among us, here is a first overview of our REPUBLIC - so that you know immediately which way and line to take (= ride) in the REPUBLIC, which places to visit and which parties to celebrate.
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                POV RUNS

                
 


The POV runs show the flowtrails and singletrails of the BIKE REPUBLIC SÖLDEN from top to bottom from a rider’s perspective. Prepare yourself for your next Sölden trip from home.
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                GraVity Card

                


Bike Republic Sölden belongs to the GraVity Card family. What does it mean? A single ticket gives access to the best Bike Parks in all Europe. And as if that weren't enough, holders of a GraVity Card enjoy unlimited access to the territory of the Bike Republic Sölden.
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                3D Map

                


A vivid virtual tour of the BIKE REPUBLIC SÖLDEN is possible with the photo-realistic trail map in 3D, showing Sölden's mountains from a bird's eye view - almost as beautiful as in real life.
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                Bike-Shuttle Hin & Heä

                


Die BIKE REPUBLIC SÖLDEN is growing fast. With the Langeggbahn you can now easily shuttle from the trails and lines on the Gaislachkogel to the Giggjoch side: a lifting Hin & Heä (= back & forth) uniting the Republic.


 



        

    




    
                
                    

                    
                    

                

        
                Website Services

                


All the help we can give! Here you will find loads of useful information, contacts and tools for your current or planned stay in Sölden.
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                Long Lines. Non Stop.
            

            
                    As the citizens of the BIKE REPUBLIC are so hungry, in 2019 they can enjoy the second route over 7 kilometers - the new GAHE LINE, meandering on 7.6 kilometers from the high Alpine Giggijoch area towards Sonnblick restaurant and the hamlet of Grünwald. The flowing "surf" route also connects the HARBE with the LETTN LINE and thus offers some 12 km and 1000 altitude meters of finest biking pleasure. GAHE is an Ötztal dialect word and means "fast, nimble" and you can actually gain loads of speed on this new line. Therefore the GAHE is even longer than the legendary TEÄRE LINE and the OLLWEITE, the REPUBLIC's high Alpine highlight ride which starts close to the glacier fields below the Langegg lift top station at 2600 m above sea level - twirling down to the valley on extremely varied 7 kilometers incl. thrilling banked turns, slightly blocked and stony terrain, and wooden constructions.
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                Let's talk Ötztalerisch
            

            
                    An independent Republic deserves to speak its own, special tongue. Thus, the (truly unique) Ötztal dialect names all our lines and trails underlining their character – and making it a big challenge for many to pronounce. Never mind, at the end of the tracks you will know that the Eebme Line stands for pure, seemingly endless flow, the Harbe Line is one you want to ride again and again, and the Zaahe Line is pushing you to your limits.
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    We are happy to advise you




    

    
        Ötztal Tourismus


Achweg 5


6450 Sölden




    
        Bergbahnen Sölden

Dorfstraße 11

6450 Sölden




    
        +43 57200 200




    
        +43 5254 5080




    
        Mail




    
        Mail



    



    


    

    Newsletter Registration




    
            
                    What's up in the ultimate BIKE REPUBLIC SÖLDEN? With our Newsletter you are always up to date und firmly in the saddle when it comes to news - you will never miss anything!


We inform you about:


	News from the Republic
	Current offers & Prize games
	Upcoming events & Bike camps
	Public photo shoots & Courses
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